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ExTEndEd AbsTrACT
When designers predict consumer preference using market in-

formation, they often base their predictions on consumer preferences 
for similar products. This categorization-based strategy, however, 
can result in biased predictions because similar products are not liked 
equally by an individual consumer. We propose that designers should 
use a sequential learning strategy – making a sequence of predictions 
and receiving feedback after each prediction – and, for further im-
provement in prediction accuracy, they should make predictions with 
multiple data sets rather than with a single data set. 

Psychologists have long argued that categorization shapes the 
way people use cross-category information and make predictions 
(Medin et al. 1993; Osherson et al. 1990). However, marketing stud-
ies suggest that these categorization-based strategies can introduce 
prediction bias (Shocker et al. 1990). Following a significant body of 
research on Multiple Cue Probability Learning (MCPL), we propose 
that designers make predictions more accurately when employing a 
sequential learning strategy (Klayman 1984; West et al. 1996). This 
strategy will be of particular benefit to designers when their implicit 
rule of categorization is incongruent with the target rule of data (West 
1996). 

Hypothesis 1: Prediction accuracy is greater when designers 
employ sequential learning strategy than when 
employ categorization-based strategy. 

Psychologists also claim that data presentation affects learn-
ing. Research shows that when classifying randomly provided items, 
people often fail to form coherent abstract categories, whereas they 
succeed in doing so when inferring the rules that govern pre-clas-
sified items. This is because inference learners are more likely to 
understand the fundamental similarities among items than are classi-
fication learners (Markman and Ross 2003; Rehder and Ross 2001).

Hypothesis 2: Prediction accuracy of sequential learning strat-
egy is greater when data are presented in mul-
tiple sets than when presented in a single set. 

We applied a typical Multiple Cue Probability Learning experi-
ment to a designer’s preference learning task and conducted two 
studies to test whether prediction accuracy is the function of predic-
tion strategy and data presentation. 

sTUdY 1
We created 69 preference profiles by simulating the preferences 

of 64 hypothetical consumers. In particular, we randomly distributed 
two colors, silver and black, to the six products to create 64 pref-
erence profiles (26 = 64), randomized their order, and repeated the 
initial five preference profiles after the end of the preference profiles, 
creating a set of 69 preference profiles (Figure 1).

Figure 1. An Example of Preference Profile
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y = 0.44*(-1+1-1)+0.19*(1+1-1)+0.19(-0.91) = -0.42 < 0

“He prefers a BLACK digital photo frame” 
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Preference Electronic target rule Home target rule
Da Ha Db Hb Dc Hc y Feedback y Feedback

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1.72 -1 -1.72 -1
2 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1.37 -1 -0.87 -1

28 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 0.62 +1 0.62 +1
29 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -0.42 -1 0.08 +1
30 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 0.01 +1 1.01 +1

63 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 1.39 +1 0.89 +1
64 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 1.85 +1 1.85 +1

y = 0.19*(-1+1-1)+0.44*(1+1-1)+0.19(-0.91) = 0.08 > 0

“He prefers a SILVER digital photo frame”

Feedback for electronic target rule

(Silver = +1 and black is -1)

Feedback for electronic target rule

Subjects were instructed to select the color for a target product 
by predicting consumers’ color preferences. They went through 69 
iterations of prediction trials. They (1) were provided with one pref-
erence profile; (2) predicted which color the target consumer would 
prefer for a digital photo frame; and (3) were provided with feedback 
whether their prediction was correct. 

This study consisted of a 2 (category of the target product: 
electronic vs. home) x 2 (target rule of data: electronic vs. home) 
between-subjects design. First, we manipulated the category of the 
digital photo frame by emphasizing its different attributes. Subjects 
in the electronic category condition read about the electronic at-
tributes of a digital photo frame (e.g., supporting JPEG and BMP 
photo formats). Subjects in the home category condition read about 
its home accessory attributes (e.g., placed on a table top or hung on a 
wall). Next, we manipulated the target rule of data by developing two 

Table 1. Prediction Accuracy Between Seqeutnial Learning Strategy and Categorization-Based Strategy (Study 1)
When Two rules are congruent When two rules are incongruent

Categorization DIGITAL HOME DIGITAL HOME
Target rule DIGITAL HOME HOME DIGITAL

64 trials 80.25 (90.63) 81.35 (90.63) 80.92 (59.38) 79.58 (59.38)
Random 40 trials 79.82 (90.00) 81.33 (92.50) 81.43 (57.50) 79.83 (60.00)
Random 32 trials 75.89 (84.38) 77.08 (90.63) 75.22 (43.75) 73.75 (50.00)
Random 24 trials 77.08 (87.50) 78.61 (79.17) 80.36 (58.33) 80.56 (50.00)
Random 16 trials 83.48 (93.75) 75.83 (87.50) 72.32 (56.25) 76.67 (50.00)
Random 8 trials 78.57 (87.50) 74.17 (75.00) 74.11 (50.00) 79.17 (37.50)
Initial 8 trials 75.89 (100) 79.17 (100) 70.54 (62.50) 65.83 (62.50)

* Scores in the parentheses are the simulated prediction accuracies of the categorization-based strategies
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different data sets. We placed greater weight on the preference of the 
electronic products than of the home accessories for the electronic 
target rule, and a greater weight was assigned to the home accesso-
ries than to the electronic products for the home target rule. 

We found that the sequential learning strategy is better than the 
categorization-based strategy (Table 1). When the two rules were 
congruent, the sequential learning strategy performed slightly poorly 
compared to the categorization-based strategy (electronic category 
+ electronic target rule: sequential learning = 78.57% vs. catego-
rization-based = 87.50%, t(13) = 2.69, p < .05; home category + 
home target rule: sequential learning = 74.17% vs. categorization-
based = 75.00%, t(14) = 0.29, p > .05). However, it dominated the 
categorization-based strategy when the two rules were incongru-
ent (electronic category + home target rule: sequential learning = 
74.11% vs. categorization-based = 50.00%, t(13) = 6.74, p < .01; 
home category + electronic target rule: sequential learning = 79.17% 
vs. categorization-based = 37.50%, t(14) = 12.34, p < .01). Since 
designers are unable to predict whether the two rules are congruent 
or not, we conclude that prediction accuracy increases by 14% on 
average when employing the sequential learning strategy instead of 
the categorization-based strategy. 

sTUdY 2
We employed the same stimuli and the same procedures in 

study 1. This study consisted of a 2 (rule congruency: congruent vs. 
incongruent) x 2 (data presentation: single vs. multiple) between-
subjects design. We manipulated rule congruency in the same way as 
Study 1. We manipulated data presentation by providing the identical 
data in different formats. Subjects in the single data set condition 
were asked to complete 32 prediction trials without break. In the 
multiple data set condition, subjects were provided with four sets 
of the 32 preference profiles and asked to take a break every eight 
prediction trials. 

We found that predictions were more accurate when data were 
presented in multiple sets (69%) than when in a single set (59%, 
F(1,154) = 20.12, p < .01). This suggests that breaking down a single 
data set into multiple sets benefits the sequential learning strategy. 

COnTrIbUTIOns 
Our research contributes to the existing body of knowledge on 

market research and MCPL. First, previous work on market research 
pays significant attention to data collection without discussing data 
analysis (Urban and Hauser 2004; Zaltman 1997). Our work ad-
dresses this issue by demonstrating and correcting designers’ mis-

takes when analyzing data. Secondly, a significant body of research 
on MCPL has found that the performance of the sequential learning 
strategies may depend on contextual variables (Karelaia and Hogarth 
2008; Klayman 1984, 1988). We add data presentation to the list of 
the contextual variables.
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